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Together with binaural cues, humans rely on the spectral cues associated with the acoustic 
filtering of the external auditory periphery for accurate static localisation of transient sounds. A 
number of spectral cues have been suggested as possible determinants of auditory localisation 
perfonnance: the prirnary spectral notch, overt spectral peaks, covert peaks and notches, as well 
as overall spectral shape ..This work focuses on the covert peak area (CPA) that was described 
over a decade ago by R.A Butler [11. It is shown that the CPA is statistically correlated and can 
explain approxirnately 80% of human sound localisation response directions to bandpass filtered 
sound stirnuli (4 subjects): 0.3 - 5, 3 - 8, 4 - 9, 7 - 14 (in kHz). Subjects indicated the perceived 
location of stirnuli presented in anechoic space using a head pointing technique. Newly 
developed graphical and circular statistical techniques indicate a tight clustering of the response 
directions for these sound stirnuli sirnilar to that for narrow-band sounds. A review of previous 
human auditory localisation data for narrow-band and low-passed sounds indicate that the CPA 
can explain rnany aSpects of these data as well. The emergence of the CPA as a strong correlate 
of human auditory localisation response directions suggests a rnechanism ofspectral analysis that 
examines the CP As for rnany overlapping frequency bands, can account for broadband sound 
localisation, and allows for neural receptive fields without overly cornplex spectral shape tuning. 
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An auditory nerve study has shown that short voice onset tirnes (VOTs) in synthetic consonant
vowel syllables are not accurately encoded by the fibres' discharge rate l

. We have re-exarnined 
this issue within the ventral COchlear nucleus (VCN), using natural speech and a fine-grain 
analysis of single unit responses. We recorded extracellularly frorn 93 VCN neurons in rats 
anaesthetised with urethane (2.5 glkg ip). After identifying a cell's response type and best 
frequency (BF), 3 syllables sppken by a rnale were presented at double rate and 3 intensities 
(/bEt!. /dEt!. and /gEt! at 45, 65, and 75 dB SPL). These three syllables differ in their VOTs (the 
interval between consonant release and the onset of glottal pulses associated with voicing) due 
to the different points of articulation of the three initial stop consonants. In rnany neurons 
(particularly onset cells), these syllables evoked a clear response to consonant release, followed 
by an inte"rval of inactivity or reduced activity before the periodic response to the vowel's 
voicing frequency commenced. This interval of reduced or no activity corresponded to a given 
syllable's VOT. The responses of all cells (BFs: 0.9-19 kHz) to the 9 different syllable-SPL 
combinations were plotted as Grand Average post-stirnulus time histograms. In 8/9 
combinations, syllable onset was associated with a statistically significant peak in activity and 
the next significant peak in discharge rate occurred at the tirne of voice onset (± I ms}. These 
results indicate that the prominent responses to consonant release and voice onset. produced by 
the synchronous firing ofneurons with a wide range ofBFs, accurately encode short VOTs. 
I. Sinex and McDonald (1988) Journal ofthe Acoustical Society ofAmerica, 83: 1817-1827. 
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